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Introduction
It is now thought that the dynamical center of the Galaxy coincides with Sgr A* (Eckart et al. 1995; Menten et al. 1997; Ghez et al. 1998 ), a compact nonthermal radio source no bigger than ∼ 1 AU (Krichbaum et al. 1993; Backer et al. 1993; Krichbaum et al. 1998; Lo et al. 1993) .
With a concentration of dark matter (2.6 ± 0.2 × 10 6 M ⊙ ) within 0.015 pc of its centroid (Genzel et al. 1996; Ghez et al. 1998) , Sgr A* anchors the stars and gas locked in its vicinity, and provides possibly the most compelling evidence for the existence of supermassive black holes.
The spectrum of this unusual object can be described as a power-law with an index a that varies within the range 0.19 − 0.34 (S ν ∝ ν a ) from cm to mm wavelengths. However, one of the most interesting features currently under study is the suggestion of a sub-millimeter (sub-mm) spectral bump (Zylka et al. 1992; Zylka et al. 1995) , since the highest frequencies appear to correspond to the smallest spatial scales (e.g., Melia, Jokipii & Narayanan 1992; Melia 1994; Coker and Melia 2000) , and may therefore be a signature of activity close to the black hole's event horizon. The existence of this bump (or "excess") has been uncertain due to the variability of Sgr A*, but is now well established following a set of simultaneous observations (from λ20cm to λ1mm) using the VLA, BIMA, Nobeyama 45 m, & IRAM 30 m telescopes (Falcke, et al. 1998 ).
Extrapolating from these long-wavelength data, our naive expectation based on the behavior of black hole sources in binaries (e.g., Cygnus X-1) has been that Sgr A* would eventually reveal itself to be a rather bright source at high energies as well. Unfortunately, several early claims of counterpart identification at shorter wavelengths (NIR, MIR, X-rays) have turned out to be chance associations with other objects (Eckart et al. 1992; Rosa et al. 1992; Goldwurm et al. 1994; Stolovy, Hayward & Herter 1996) . This has changed in recent years, first with the detection of soft X-rays by ROSAT (Predehl & Trümper 1994) , and second by the identification of an X-ray counterpart within 1 ′′ of Sgr A* by Chandra (Baganoff et al. 2000) . Although the ROSAT image was rendered with a rather large beam that might have included some diffuse emission as well, the Chandra result is very compelling and may constitute the first convincing detection of Sgr A* in an energy range different from radio. The luminosity of Sgr A* in the 0.5 − 10 keV band appears to be about 0.9 × 10 34 erg s −1 for a photon index of 2.75 +1.25 −1.0 . There has also been a detection of γ-ray emission at a level of (2.2 ± 0.2) × 10 37 erg s −1 above 100 MeV (Mayer-Hasselwander et al. 1998 ) from the Sgr A region, but this level should be considered an upper limit for Sgr A* itself because of the possibly very large extent (∼ 1.5 • ) of the emitter and the lack of detected variability.
The detection of Sgr A* at X-ray wavelengths, together with the radio polarization measurements reported by Bower et al. (1999) and Aitken et al. (1998) , offer the best constraints yet for determining the nature of the emitting gas, and understanding the environment within several Schwarzschild radii (r S ≡ 2GM/c 2 = 7.7 × 10 11 cm) of the black hole. This is because the behavior of Sgr A* is dictated by the manner with which plasma accretes onto it from the nearby medium. Three-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations of the gas dynamics at the location of Sgr A* (Coker & Melia 1997) indicate that the accreted specific angular momentum λ (in units of cr S ) can vary by 50% over < ∼ 200 years with an average equilibrium value for λ of 40 ± 10. Thus, although the accreted angular momentum is not sufficient for the gas to form a large disk (such as that required by ADAF disk models; Narayan et al. 1995) , it nonetheless requires the inflowing plasma to circularize at a radius ∼ 2λ 2 r S before spiralling in through the event horizon. Melia, Liu & Coker (2000a , 2000b have demonstrated that the sub-mm "excess" of emission seen in the spectrum of Sgr A* may be associated with radiation produced within this inner Keplerian region (of the circularized flow) and that the observed polarization characteristics provide direct evidence for this phenomenon. The reason for this is that the sub-mm emission probably represents a transition from optically thick to optically thin emission (Melia 1992 (Melia , 1994 , so that radiation below the peak of the sub-mm bump originates predominantly in front of and behind the black hole, whereas radiation above the peak is produced by (and Doppler boosted within) the orbiting gas to the side of the central object. The implied degree of polarization (about 10%) and a rotation in the position angle (by almost 90 • ) across the bump are consistent with what has been seen in this source (Aitken 1998) . The Chandra observations are crucial for establishing the viability of this picture because the hot Maxwellian particles producing the cm to sub-mm radiation via thermal synchrotron emission can also self-Comptonize the soft radiation to produce X-rays. The earlier calculations of the broadband spectrum of Sgr A* (Melia 1994) were based on a rather high accretion rate (∼ 10 21 g s −1 ) suggested by Bondi-Hoyle simulations, which predicted that much of Sgr A*'s spectrum at IR and shorter wavelengths was due to bremsstrahlung emission. The polarization data instead suggest that the accretion rate within several Schwarzschild radii of the black hole must be much smaller (of order 10 16−17 g s −1 ; Melia,
It is the purpose of this Letter to show that in this situation the dominant mechanism producing high-energy radiation in Sgr A* is inverse Compton scattering (rather than bremsstrahlung), and even more importantly, that the conditions inferred from the modeling of the sub-mm bump produce a soft X-ray spectrum consistent with the Chandra observations.
This direct linkage allows us to consider the implied correlated variability at sub-mm and X-ray wavelengths, providing a true test of this model with the upcoming second generation Chandra observations.
Calculation of the Inverse Compton Scattered Component
The structure of the circularized flow within ∼ 5 − 50 r S is developed fully in Melia, Liu & Coker (2000) . Central to the modeling of the sub-mm "excess" is the supposition that within the Keplerian flow, a magnetohydrodynamic dynamo produces an enhanced (though still sub-equipartition) magnetic field, dominated by its azimuthal component (Hawley, Gammie & Balbus 1996) . Although the process of magnetic field dissipation suppresses the field intensity well below its equipartition value in the quasi-spherical region beyond the circularization radius (Kowalenko & Melia 2000) , the magnetic dynamo evidently overwhelms the rate of field destruction in the differentially rotating portion of the inflow, and the field reaches a saturated intensity. The sub-mm "excess" in Sgr A* may be the thermal synchrotron radiation produced in this inner region.
The temperature T attained by the gas in the Keplerian flow may be as high as ∼ 10 11 K, or greater, indicating the presence of a relativistic Maxwellian population of electrons. Melia, Liu & Coker (2000) find that the sub-mm hump represents the transition from optically thick to optically thin emission, but the scattering optical depth is always less than one. Even so, a non-negligible fraction of the radiation with frequency higher than ∼ 3 × 10 11 Hz is self-Comptonized by this hot plasma to the X-ray band. We note that for the conditions prevalent in this region (notably the temperature of the electrons and the characteristic energy of the seed photons), the electron-photon scattering occurs in the Thomson limit. Below, we describe our algorithm for accurately calculating the consequent upscattered spectral component, consistent with the inferred structure of the inner Keplerian flow based on fits to the radio data.
Since the electron thermal energy (∼ kT ) greatly exceeds the kinetic energy associated with the radial and Keplerian motion of the gas, the electrons can be treated as locally isotropic. In turn, the upscattered radiation will also be emitted isotropically. Without loss of generality, we can therefore calculate the photon number density function n ǫ from the angle-integrated intensity (where n ǫ dǫ represents the number density of photons with energies between ǫ and ǫ + dǫ and depends primarily on the radius r). Under these conditions, a single electron with Lorentz factor γ emits photons with energies between ǫ s and ǫ s + dǫ s at a rate (e.g., Melia & Fatuzzo 1989) 
where µ = cos(θ) and µ s = cos(θ s ) represent the lab-frame (unprimed) propagation angles (with respect to the electron's direction of motion) of the incident and scattered photons, respectively.
Here, we have made use of the transformations
and
The function g(µ ′ , µ ′ s ) takes into account the angular dependence of the cross-section, and is given in terms of the rest-frame (primed) angles by the expression
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The rest frame and lab frame angles are related through the transformation µ ′ = (µ − β)/(1 − βµ).
Conservation of energy requires that
With the upscattered photons emitted isotropically, the total photon production rate is then found by integrating over all of the electrons within the emission region, yielding
where n e is the (radially dependent) number density of electrons and f (E) is the relativistic Maxwell-Boltmann (MB) distribution function normalized to unity. Note that the temperature (and therefore the MB distribution function) is also radially dependent. The resulting spectrum (ignoring GR effects), incorporating the thermal synchrotron emission accounting for the sub-mm radiation, and the self-Comptonized component, are shown in Figures 1 to 3 . For comparison, we also show the radio and X-ray data.
Discussion and Conclusions
There are several important inferences to be drawn from the fits in Figures 1 to 3 . First, the X-ray spectrum of Sgr A* does not appear to be consistent with bremsstrahlung emission, though one may imagine that some contrived superposition of emitters with a prescribed distribution in temperature and particle density may be forced to fit the data. Instead, a self-Comptonized component arising from the inner Keplerian region (within 5r S or so of the black hole) where the sub-mm radiation is produced does appear to be in agreement with the 0.5 − 10 keV measurement.
Earlier, Melia, Liu & Coker (2000) had concluded that the radio polarization data were not consistent with an accretion rate commensurate with the values implied by the large scale Bondi-Hoyle simulations. Their analysis set an upper limit to this rate through the inner Keplerian flow of about 10 16−17 g s −1 , several orders of magnitude smaller than the value calculated near the capture radius 2GM/v 2 ∞ (∼ 10 17 cm), where v ∞ is the ambient gas velocity flowing past Sgr A*. The reason that this distinction is also important here is that the X-ray flux produced by the accreting gas with the higher accretion rate is dominated by bremsstrahlung emission, whereas (as we see in these figures, particularly Fig. 2 ) the self-Comptonized component associated with the sub-mm bump dominates the high-energy emission when the accretion rate is closer to the value inferred from the polarization data. There are several reasons for this, but obviously the fact that bremsstrahlung emission is a two-body process, whereas self-Comptonization scales linearly with density, is an important factor. Other than the excellent match between the predicted self-Comptonized flux and the Chandra-measured value, the agreement between the calculated and observed spectra is a strong indication that this picture is probably correct. It remains to be seen how one can eventually understand the contrast between the calculated accretion rates at small and large radii. Perhaps this is related to the suggestion that the low-radiative efficiency of the infalling gas keeps much of it unbound, leading to large fractional mass loss (in the form of a wind) toward smaller radii (Blandford & Begelman 1999) .
Second, our best fit to the sub-mm (Nobeyama and IRAM) data produces a self-Comptonized X-ray flux that is too large compared to the measured value by about a factor of 4. On the other hand, our best fit to the JCMT data produces an X-ray flux that is too small by about the same factor. However, if we fit the X-ray data first (Fig. 3) , we infer a sub-mm component that instead matches the combined sub-mm data rather well. There may be several reasons for this, but our interpretation is that the physical conditions through the inner Keplerian region (primarily the accretion rate) are variable on a time scale shorter than the period (roughly 3 years) between the two radio observations. More specifically, a comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows thatṀ must have changed by about 15% during that period. If this is indeed the correct interpretation, then we infer that a change in the sub-mm flux by about a factor of 2 should be correlated with a change in the X-ray flux by about a factor of 10 − 20. The actual ratio of the variability amplitudes depends not only onṀ , but also on the accreted specific angular momentum which affects primarily the location of the circularization radius and/or the radius at which the magnetic dynamo begins to magnetize the plasma significantly. In these simulations, we have used a value r 0 ∼ (4 − 5)r S for the outer boundary of the magnetized Keplerian region. an outer boundary to the inner Keplerian flow at r 0 = 5r S . It is also necessary to specify the ratio of v r to its free-fall value at r 0 . For this model, this ratio is 4.0 × 10 −4 . The β-parameters characterize the magnetic field and the stress it produces (see Melia, Liu & Coker 2000b) . We interpret this fit to mean that the X-ray flux has diminished by a factor of about 4 between the times of the radio and X-ray observations, which is consistent with the correspondingly lower sub-mm flux detected from this source in March and August of 1999 (see Fig. 2 ). Dashed curve: thermal synchrotron; Dotted curve: the self-Comptonized component; Solid curve: the total spectrum. The references for the data are given in the text. IRAM, and JCMT data sets. In this case,Ṁ = 3.5 × 10 15 g s −1 , with r 0 = 4r S and a ratio of v r to the free-fall value at r 0 of 3.0 × 10 −4 . Although the sub-mm spectrum corresponding to this fit is not an adequate representation of either the 1996 or the early 1999 radio measurements, it clearly represents the combined data sets rather well. Triangles: JCMT data; Bars: Nobeyama and IRAM data. We interpret this as being an indication of the source variability (in both the sub-mm and X-ray portions of the spectrum) between 1996 and 1999.
